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The Many Names of the Lettie G.
Howard, by Sam Hoyt
In October 1969, American Heritage
Magazine reported that on "September
1968, the schooner Caviare sailed up the
East River to the [South Street Seaport]
museum pier…" Thus began an almost
40 year, sometimes contentious, dialogue as to the true name of the schooner, involving a number of people. The
primary question was whether or not
Caviare was originally the Lettie G.
Howard.
Several facts were indisputable early on.
Among them, Caviare was built by
Willard A. Burnham (probably a relative of current ASA member and builder
Harold Burnham) at South Essex and
launched in August 1891. In 1903 she
was sold to the E.E. Saunders fishing
company of Pensacola, FL.
The Lettie G. Howard was launched in
1893 in Essex, MA, built at the legendary Story yard for Captain Fred Howard and named after his 22-year-old
daughter, Lettie. She fished out of
Gloucester until she was purchased by
the Mobile Fishing and Oyster Company in 1900. She was, however, enrolled under the ownership of the E.E.
Saunders Company, the same company
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that had bought Caviare. Between 1900
and 1903, as the Saunders Company
was building a fishing fleet that subsequently listed some 40 vessels, both
Caviare and the Lettie were sailing out
of Pensacola.
Here's where things begin to get confusing. On October 11, 1906, both the Lettie and Caviare had taken shelter from a
major storm in an arm of Pensacola Bay
called Bayou Chico. Both were driven
ashore in the storm, refloated and repaired. Could this have been the beginning of the linkage between the two
names?
ASA long-time member Bill Broughton,
a resident of Pensacola, heard that South
Street Seaport had acquired the Caviare

in 1968. As Bill puts it, "I was suspicious, for locally I had been told that
Caviare had been lost on Alcaran Reef
north of Yucatan. This prompted my
search."
Bill, lugging a reel-to-reel tape recorder,
proceeded to visit every "waterfront
hangout" in the area and interviewed
men who'd been associated with the
fishing industry, who repaired and
sailed the schooners and anyone else
with information. He also claims to
have "hoisted many a glass" during this
search. But, in addition to a tremendous
amount of local history and some fabulous sea stories, he came up with two
invaluable people who pretty much settled the issue. Interviews with these two
men, A.T. Harris and H.L. Mertins, are
Continued on Page 4
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2006 City of Cambridge, Maryland Rendezvous
Captain Roger Worthington
The City of Cambridge Maryland, and the
Mid-Atlantic Chapter of the American
Schooner Association invite you to the first
annual Cambridge Schooner Rendezvous
from Oct 19th to the 21st, the weekend after
the Great Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race.
Free dockage and pump out facilities are
provided and fuel also will be available. A
complimentary Eastern Shore feast will be
held on Saturday evening for captains and
crews, along with musical entertainment and
other festivities. We have included on this
page several photos of the waterfront and
facilities of the Cambridge Seaport area.
Cambridge is a charming and historic city,
the second deepest port in Maryland and is
located 17 miles east of the Sharps Island
Light on the banks of the beautiful Choptank

Skipjack Nathan Dorchester at the Cambridge Dock
Captain Worthington

River. The channel is well marked and is an easy and delightful sail with deep water all the way. Schooners and skipjacks
played an important role in the history of Cambridge, many of
them having been built there. In the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, before the construction of the Panama Canal, schooner trade between Cambridge, Chile on the west
coast, and Cuba was common, bringing fertilizer, sugar cane
and pineapple among other goods to this region. Many residents of Cambridge still have relatives living in Chile.
So please bring your schooners large and small to our harbor

Cambridge Area

and join with us in the celebration of their return and the
revitalization of the once famous Seaport of Cambridge.

Please send RSVPs to Capt'n Roger Worthington of the
schooner Prom Queen by email britxprt@earthlink.net
or phone (301) 797 6088 or contact Nancy Chapman by
email njhapman@comcast.net or phone (410) 221 1838
or Dennis Berg, Commodore of the ASA Mid- Atlantic
chapter at (410) 745 9672

Scenic Choptank River
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Dogwatch by Sam Hoyt
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The schooner world is a small world,
indeed. Strolling along the waterfront
in Cannes, what should we come upon
but the beautiful Gannon and Benjamin-built schooner Rebecca tied up
with some other very fine classic vessels. Upon giving a good Yankee hail,
skipper Tom emerged from the cabin
and we had a delightful chat. He informed us that the Port of Cannes gives
a winter storage discount to classic vessels and there must have been some 20
such taking advantage of it. Of particular note was the very large Herreshoffdesigned schooner Marietta with UK
registry. It must be one of the largest
yachts the Wizard of Bristol ever designed.
Also in port, another large schooner,
Doriana and we saw another sailing
into the mouth of the harbor, prompting
some hopeful speculation that it was
Voyager. But they were still in Venice
as you learned in the last issue. There
were a couple of restaurant-type schooners in Marseilles and a large topsail
schooner and the French sail training
barque Bemel in Nice.

ment, at Bay Day in Oyster Bay in early
June, we learned from the skipper of
the Lettie G. Howard that When & If
was spending the month at North Cove
in the financial district. So we hiked
down the river and had a nice meeting
with skipper Ian Thomas, who told us
that the other new GandB schooner,
Juno, is on her way to the Med. It's
definitely a neat part of the world.
Outraged reader dept…Imagine our
surprise when the phone should ring
one evening and one Donald MacCuish
informed me that I had gravely insulted
his grandfather, "Angry Dan" MacCuish whom he had spent several days
trying to console. It seems that some
information regarding the filming of
"Captains Courageous" that appeared in
the last Dogwatch column contained
some inaccuracies. "Angry Dan," it
turns out, was skipper of the camera
boat, the schooner Mary F. Curtis,
chartered from Gorton's, and thus knew
from first hand experience that the
schooner playing the part of We're
Here was not the Aretha S. Franklin
as reported, but rather the Imperator,
Captain Albert V. Williams, skipper,
also chartered from Gorton's. To set
the record straight, the Oretha S. Spinney was purchased by MGM in Janu-

The Herreshoff schooner Marietta at the
Port of Cannes, France. Photo by
Dogwatch.

ary, 1936, and taken to the Pacific
where she was renamed the We're
Here for the rest of the filming.

Skipper Tom of Rebecca at Port of
Cannes, France Photo by Dogwatch

Continuing in the small world depart-

Fortunately, we were able to persuade
Don MacCuish that our failure to properly research this important information
was wholly our own fault and he promised to try to pacify "Angry Dan." Subsequently, he also offered to write a
three-part series for Wing & Wing about
the adventures of his grandfather who
was a master mariner and a personal
friend of Charles Bernard Nordhoff and
James Norman Hall, authors of Mutiny
Continued on Page 8
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Lettie (Continued from Page 1)
preserved on a CD which Bill sent to this
reporter.
Of the two, Mr. Mertins sheds the most
light on the name of the Lettie. He was
the primary operator of the marine railway at the Warren Fish Company in Pensacola, which was the only railway in the
area able to haul large vessels. However,
another point of confusion arises here in
that Norman Brouwer, former historian at
South Street Seaport, writing in the Winter/Spring 2006 issue of Seaport magazine
on this very subject, has Mertins as the
operator of another marine railway at Bay
Point, some 20 miles to the east.
Bill Broughton followed up with the Mertins family recently and was told that Herman Mertins only worked for the Warren
Fish Company. However, it seems certain
that the Lettie was hauled in November of
1923, the keel was "changed" and 32 feet
of eight inch rocker was added. This was
a direct statement into Bill Broughton's
recorder. Since more than 50 percent of
the vessel was replaced, the name was
changed and the Lettie became the Mystic
C.
Earlier, however, in 1916, Caviare was
wrecked on Alcaran Reef. The other man
Bill Broughton interviewed, Mr. Harris,
confirms this. However, in a book titled
Fast & Able, Life Stories of Great
Gloucester Fishing Vessels by Gordon W.
Thomas, Gloucester 350th Anniversary
Celebration, Inc., 1952, it is stated that
"…she [Caviare] was salvaged, however,
but did not appear again in the register
until 1923 under the name Mystic C."
The author goes on to state that later records found in Pensacola proved that it
was really the Lettie. Francis Taylor, who
at one time owned the Warren Fish Company, told Bill Broughton that no vessel
was ever “brought back” from Alcaran
Reef.
But this suggests that between 1916 and
1923, at least, there was some confusion
over which schooner had been renamed
the Mystic C. Mr. Mertins also seemed to
say on the tape, that in 1923 the Lettie G.
Howard's name had been changed to the
Mystic C. But he subsequently said that
he was talking about the Lottie S. Haskins

and that the only name associated with the
Mystic C was the Lettie G. Howard. In
any event, the Mystic C was docked at the
Warren Fish Company docks until 1934,
when Runyan's Shipyard was opened.
At this point, things become a little
clearer and the ultimate reason for the
confusion may be revealed. As Norman
Brouwer recounts, the red snapper fish
industry in Pensacola petered out in the
'60s and the Mystic C was sold in May
1967, the next to last of the Saunders vessels to be sold. The purchaser was the
Historic Ships Associates, a Boston-based
group that wanted to make her a tourist
attraction in Gloucester. The group dispatched a gentleman named Paul Dunn to
Pensacola to make the Mystic C seaworthy enough to get her north. Someone in
Pensacola reportedly showed Mr. Dunn a
page from a docking book, possibly Mr.
Mertins', with information about Mystic
C. In a corner of the page was written in
ball point pen, "Caviare." The page was
dated 1931, but the ball point pen was not
invented until some time later, so either
the story is apocryphal or the inscription
was made at a much later date.
What is not in dispute is the role of Mr.
Dunn and that is most amusedly recounted by Bill Broughton. In his words:
"Along came a fellow with a big black
Labrador and bought her and hauled her
out at Runyan's Shipyard. With comments that she was going to Rockport
(ME or MA?) to become a museum ship.
He had a bevy of scantily clad young
women slaving away cleaning years of
neglect out of her hold, bringing it up in
buckets and tossing it over the side into
wheelbarrows to be rolled away by others
of similar appearance. When I asked him
where he recruited the workers, he replied
that they were local prostitutes that he had
bought out of jail by paying their fines! I
think that his name was Paul Dunn, but I
am not sure."
Mr. Dunn successfully brought the vessel
north and, based on the inscription shown
to him in Pensacola, Historic Ships Associates renamed her Caviare. But her life
as a tourist attraction failed pretty quickly
and she was purchased by South Street
4

Seaport in August 1968. Thus the article
in American Heritage.
Peter Stanford, one of the founding members of the South Street Seaport Museum,
is currently writing a book focusing on the
museum's early days and the odyssey of
the Lettie G. Howard will undoubtedly
play a major part. At the time of the purchase, Norman Brouwer writes in Seaport, Peter Stanford already had doubts
about the vessel's name. This would appear to be evidence based on none other
than Bill Broughton's interviews with
Herman Mertins, although the article only
mentions a "researcher working on behalf
of the Museum." This even brings into
the picture another schooner, the Lottie S.
Haskins, but Mr. Mertins reveals on Bill's
tape that the Haskins was not rebuilt and
was never listed after 1921 or 1922.
So, the history seems fairly well settled.
The Lettie G. Howard currently sailing
out of the South Street Seaport Museum
in New York City is the Lettie G. Howard
that was launched in 1893 in Essex, MA,
and, between 1923 and 1967 in Pensacola,
FL, was known as the Mystic C.

We are indebted to Bill Broughton for
suggesting the idea for the piece and for
his invaluable recording of the interviews
with Messrs. Harris and Mertins; to Norman Brouwer for his article in Seaport
Magazine, and to basic historical information contained in these books:
Fast & Able, Gordon W. Thomas,
Gloucester 350th Anniversary Celebration, 1952
Down to the Sea, Joseph E. Garland,
David R. Godine, Boston, 1983
The American Fishing Schooners, Howard I. Chapelle, W.W. Norton & Co., New
York, 1973
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Sept. 8-10: Great Provincetown Schooner Regatta, Provincetown, MA

Calendar of Events
Aug. 12-13: Corinthian Classic Regatta, Marblehead, MA
Aug. 19-20: Opera House Cup, Nantucket, MA

Sept. 15-16: Mayor's Cup, South St. Seaport Museum, New
York, NY

Aug. 25-27: WoodenBoat Show, Newport, RI

Sept. 22-23: Greenport Classic Yacht Regatta, Greenport, NY

Sept. 1-3: Gloucester Schooner Festival, Gloucester, MA

Sept. 29-30: Race Rock Regatta, Stonington, CT

Sept. 1-3: Classic Yacht Regatta, Newport, RI

Oct. 5-7: Race About the Bay, Port Norris, NJ

Sept. 8-10: Wooden Boat Festival, Pt. Townsend, WA

Oct. 11-15: Great Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race, Baltimore,
MD

Sept. 8-9: Governor's Cup Regatta, Essex, CT

Oct 19-21: City of Cambridge Maryland Rendezvous

The Every Now and Then
Technical Boatyard
Peter Thompson, Editor
Whether you own a boat or merely
wish to escape amongst boats, there is
only one place to go; the boatyard. A
sanctuary for married men and
equally nautically inclined women, it
is a place that surgically removes
one’s wallet and sedates your sensibilities. Inside the boatyard there are
lessons to learn and many to avoid.
The following is a lesson-learned article on building resorcinol laminated
frames as a repair or replacement option for tired or broken steam bent
frames.
To digress a little, in 1995 I was fastening some new laminated frames in
Blackbird at Brewer’s Marine in Freeport, Maine, during Spring haul out.
A tourist fellow from the local lobster
shack walked by and inquired, “How
old's your boat?” “Sixty five years,” I
replied. “Is it wood?” he queried.
“Nope, she’s fiberglass planked,” I
responded.
“Fiberglass,” he said
doubtfully. “Yup,” I said confidently
and continued working. There was a
short and uncomfortable silence.
Then I went on a bit. “You see, all the
big fiberglass trees are gone, and the
ones that are left are too small for
planking stock. So nowadays they
just chip and grind 'em up and mix
'em with plastic resin to make the

modern fiberglass boats. “Oh, I see,”
he nodded and walked off, looking
back several times, unsure if the information he had just received in the
boatyard was any good.

Spring Haul Out 1995, Brewers Marine
Freeport, Maine

The laminated oak frames that I installed that year were behind the former ice box. They went in slick into
the keel pocket, then under the bilge
stringer and the sheer clamp, over the
original frame location, used the
original fastener holes and lay
smoothly against the planks. The installation did not require the removal
of any planks, the bilge stringer or
sheer clamp, covering board, deck,
5

bulwark or cap rail. But they were
not done right. I had glued them with
epoxy resin based on information
from a boatyard. The next year, over
at the Royal River Boatyard, Carol
Lowell gave me his considered opinion: “Nice work young man but next
time use resorcinol glue. Never use
epoxy on oak. She’ll come apart, the
glue joint just won’t hold; the oak is
too acidic,” he said. He was right;
ten years later, I agree.
Furthermore, like most folks, I had
read books showing sketches of how
to laminate frames in place using all
sorts of clamps, jigs, braces and other
poorly devised contraptions to hold
the laminations tight against the hull
and to get good thin glue joints.
Don’t waste your time; those methods
simply don’t work well. Described
below is a process that I have used
that does work for laminating frames
in place. If you need to install a new
frame here or there, to remove a few
bad ones in an otherwise good boat,
the following method may work for
you. It’s one that most anyone can do
without assistance, but does require a
decent woodworking shop to cut the
laminations.
Resorcinol is a structural application
glue that forms a mechanical bond
with the wood. It comes in two parts:
a dark colored resin and wood flour
catalyst with formaldehyde (Figure 1)
Continued on Page 6
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Technical Boatyard (Continued from Page 5) of the small boat nails per frame is less
than the mass of two or three bronze
which must be mixed and applied ac- screws so there would seem to be no
cording to manufacturers’ instructions. integrity problem induced in the frame
It's nasty stuff, so use it with good by their use as mechanical lamination
ventilation. It must have a paper thin fasteners.
glue joint but one that is not starved of
glue. The Weldwood resorcinol costs The first thing you need is good oak
about $20 per 2 pint/2 part set, and bending stock; the same high quality,
one set is enough to glue one 11 foot straight grain, quarter-sawn wood you
long frame with 7 lamination joints. would use for a steam bent frame.
You will need a band saw to cut the
rough laminations (a table saw can
work but the blade thickness wastes a
lot of wood), and a planer to square
the laminations. The frames we installed were 1 7/8” thick by 2” wide in
an Alden 309. This method works
well when you do not intend to remove planking, the clamps/stringers,
deck or covering board. If your boat
needs to be replanked, it is far easier
to remove a percentage of the planks
Figure 1. Two Part Resorcinol Glue
and steam bend the new frames in
place. For an excellent example of
Most of this glue is squeezed out and steamed frames, go to the ASA webbecomes waste. The glue set and pot- site and see the fine work being done
life times are temperature dependent. on the schooner Revenge by Adam
Resorcinol glue has a pot life of three Henley. And don’t forget steam bent
to four hours at 70 degrees F, and af- frames can last up to 70 years and are
fords plenty of working time to build a always a good choice. Laminating
frame if the temperature is 70 degrees frames in place is time-consuming and
or less. The temperature must be more expensive, though arguably you
greater than 70 degrees for the glue to may build a stronger frame in the
process if you get good glue joints.
properly cure.
That can be a big and important if.
To build a frame in place using jigs, We chose laminated frames only bewedges and wooden braces lodged cause we wanted to retain the boat's
against interior structures in the boat is original long leaf yellow pine planknot practical and produces a poor glue
joint. Ten years ago I resorted to using small bronze boat nails to mechanically fasten resorcinol-glued
laminations together after the glue has
been applied to both sides of the opposing lamination with a disposable
chip brush. Each lamination is nailed
in a non-overlapping pattern and the
excess glue is squeezed out. I have
found that the best hammer is woodhandled with the handle cut short to fit
Figure 3. Splitting Frame for Removal
into tight places. The aggregate mass

ing, and were initially looking at replacing frames section by section over
a period of years, while still sailing the
boat. Here is the method.
First, remove interior joinery and ceiling sections to expose the frame.
Scribe the location of the frame on the
plank for future reference. Carefully
remove fastener bungs from planking.
If fasteners can be removed from the
exterior, do so and cut the frame out
and remove in sections. If iron fastened, cut the frame in 1-inch strips
using a skill saw with a framing blade,
split and remove the frame with an old

Figure 2. Cutting Iron Fastened Frames

chisel (Figures 2 and 3). The next step
is to carefully drive out the old plank
to frame fasteners from the inside. Inspect the condition of the fastener hole
in the plank. Where fastener holes are
deteriorated, do some repair work such
as gluing in small diameter bungs and
re-drilling through them to achieve a
watertight screw shank to plank fit, or
install larger diameter screws depending upon the size of your frames and
planks. After any repair work, paint
the planks with red lead paint where
the new frame is to be installed.

6
Continued on Page 7
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(Continued from Page 6)

Bronze Boat Nail
#14 Gauge

4-6 Degree
Canted
Lamination

Oak Frame
Laminations

Resorcinol
Glue
Joints

4-6 Degree
Canted
Lamination

Plank

Bronze Screw

Bung

Figure 4. Cross Section Through Typical Laminated Frame

The next step is cutting the frame
laminations. This should be done no
earlier than the evening before the
installation to prevent the laminations
from drying out, case hardening or
cupping. The laminations will be
placed against a hull with a curvature
that is changing both longitudinally
and vertically. If a lamination of uniform thickness is placed against the
interior of the hull forward or abaft of
amidships, it will not lay flat in contact with the planking and run vertically up the hull as required. This is
particularly true in the turn of the
bilge, where a flat lamination will
bridge off the planking. To lay flat
and run vertically up the hull, the first
lamination must be canted somewhere
from 2-7 degrees, but generally in the
range of 4-6 degrees. The subsequent
laminations may be parallel in section. The last lamination is reversecanted to make the bottom and top of
the frame parallel. Thus the final
frame section is a not square, but a

parallelogram, about 4-6 degrees out
of square, which does not affect its
strength. It will lay flat against the
hull and ceiling due to canted bottom
and top laminations. For a 1 7/8 inch
thick frame, we use six laminations
5/16 inches thick. The canted lamination is cut a little thicker then ripped
on the band saw with the table angled
from 4-6 degrees depending on where
the frame is to be installed. A frame
cross-section is shown in Figure 4.
After the bottom side of the first lamination is painted with red lead primer,
it is cut to proper length, flexed and
guided under the clamps and tacked
in place along the previously scribed
location line. The lamination is nailed
through its thick edge with ¾ inch
long, 14 gauge bronze boat nails.
You may need to bend the lamination
a bit laterally to match the original
location of the former steam bent
frame. It's ok to use some force, the
white oak is pretty supple and forgiving. Next, the edges of the first lami-

nation are sealed with duct tape tight
against the planking so that glue from
subsequent laminations will not drip
down between plank seams (Figure
5). There will be a lot of excess glue
squeezed out in the frame building
process so this is vitally important. If
glue gets in the plank seam behind the
frame, it will interfere with the natural
swelling of the plank and may cause a
local plank-edge-set problem or a spot
prone to leaking. After several laminations are in place, use an old chisel
to scrape excess glue from the side of
the frame and then repeat the process
at the end. The duct tape is removed
after the glue has cured.
Buy several boxes of rubber surgical
gloves and have plenty of rags on
hand. Mix and apply glue to the mating sides of the next lamination, let it
stand in air for 5-10 minutes, flex,
bend and slide the next lamination on
up in place, then over the top of the
first (Figure 6). With oak wedges,

Figure 5. Edges of First Lamination are
Sealed Against Plank to Prevent Glue
From Dripping into Plank Seams
Continued on Page 10
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(Continued from Page 3)

on
the Bounty. Don is a native of Gloucester and obviously interested in staying
in touch with the schooner world, despite his present location at Maxwell
Air Force Base in Alabama. We eagerly await his narrative and fervently
hope that he is able to quench the wrath
of "Angry Dan."
News f rom th e No rth west… The
Wooden Boat Foundation and the
Northwest Maritime Center in Port
Townsend, WA, have merged and are
now known as the latter. Doug Robison is the executive director of the
merged o rgani zat i o n and Kaci
Cronkhite is managing director and
director of the Wooden Boat Festival.
In this era of considerable consolidation
in the business world, this merger
would seem to make eminent sense and
result in a stronger, more viable organization able to channel resources into
increased publicity and more events…
Holly and Robert d'Arcy of the Schooner Martha Foundation are taking a
sabbatical on the schooner Alcyone
with Lesli e McNish and Sugar
Flanagan this summer in the Pacific.
Their route has been the Baja, the Marquesas, Tahiti, Hawaii and they will hit
Alaska before returning in time for the
Festival. M.B. Armstrong is skippering Martha in their absence and her
schedu le is available at
www.schoonermartha.org.
After several years in the South Pacific,
the Fife schooner Astor has returned to
California. They got some major work
done in Hawaii. The Crowinshield
schooner Adventuress, operated by the
Sound Experience Group, had some
work done in Port Townsend and is
now back in service in their maritime
education program. We are indebted to
Adam Henley, retail manager at the
Northwest Maritime Center, for this
information. Adam is also well into a
total rebuild of Revenge, Alden design
270H, launched in 1926 as Seabreeze.
Keel, stem and floors are completed
and he is about 60 percent done with
the framing and expects to be planked

The French sail training barque Bemel in Nice. Photo by Dogwatch.

up by the end of the year. He started
the project in 2004 and hopes to be sailing in 2008. There are pictures of
Adam's work on the ASA website at
amschooner.org. And marine photographer Michael Berman is working on a
schooner book and just followed the
Captain Raynaud International Schooner Race through the Canadian Gulf

Sea Education Association’s Corwith
Cramer at the Maritime Center in Oyster Bay, New York Photo by Jack
Hoyt.
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Islands. Sounds like the northwest
schooners are in fine shape. Now if
they'd just all join ASA.
News from elsewhere…On Lake Champlain, the Lois McClure has had a busy
early summer although not quite as ambitious as last year when the schooner
got all the way down to Long Island
Sound. After a major haulout to repaint
the bottom, she served as the main attraction at the Kids' Pirate Festival in
Basin Harbor, VT. She will be at her
home port in Burlington until September and then go on tour in northern
Lake Champlain with visits to Plattsburgh, NY, and St. Albans and Grand
Isle, VT…The Roseway, flagship of
the World Ocean School, has returned
to Boston with a new crew and office
staff. The vessel served as a pilot
schooner in Boston Harbor for more
than 30 years. After a summer in the
Great Lakes last year, the schooner will
serve as a floating classroom for the
Willauer School. She is berthed at
Rowes Wharf…And the Corwith
Cramer, one of the research vessels
Continued on Page 9
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from the Sea Education Association in
Woods Hole, visited the Maritime
Center in Oyster Bay, NY, earlier, to
the delight of Paul D'Orsay, who now
heads the Whaling Museum in the
neighborhood. Built in Bilbao, Spain,
and modeled on the North Sea pilot
schooners, she was skippered by Paul
for her first semester at SEA in 1988
after he had spent 10 years on SEA's
other schooner, the Westward.
Mary Anne McQuillan reports that
Ernestina has been hauled and the
garboards and a few planks removed
to get at the lower futtocks, some of
which appear to be original but about
half need replacing. They are taking
patterns but the wood originally delivered for the work was not what the
shipwright wanted. So instead of six
men replacing futtocks, one man is
taking patterns. And the rudderpost
will also be replaced. The plan is to
finish the stern now and do the stem in
the Fall.
A recent newspaper article recounted
how the State of Virginia had contributed some $4.6 for the construction/
renovation of the vessels Godspeed
and Discovery. What a surprise that
the article appeared in The Boston
Globe which has not printed word one
about the plight of Ernestina. Forgive us if we feel just a tad sarcastic
about freedom of the press, at least in
other parts of the world than the Big
Apple…Work has stopped at the International Yacht Restoration School
on the historic schooner Coronet so
that the school, because of its steadily
increasing enrollment, can raise funds
to improve its facilities. It's a tough
call as to priorities here and one wonders if this isn't a situation where the
Save Our Schooners committee
shouldn't get involved.
Odds and ends…Speaking of the Save
Our Schooner committee, we attended
an event in the Big Apple recently and
was introduced to a lady who just happens to be the head of an informal

organization called Save Our Ships.
There focus is on the restoration of the
1907 tugboat Pegasus and, fittingly,
they are working with the Tug Pegasus Restoration Progress. Work is
proceeding at Chelsea Piers on the
Hudson River and more info is available at www.tugpegasus.org…The
aforementioned event was an exhibition of the prints, sculptures and drawings of Arden Scott, much of it nautically inspired. Arden, you may recall,
built and sails the schooner Annie out
of Greenport, NY, and she also
sculpted the monument to lost sailors
that overlooks Long Island Sound…
Many of the folks at this event were
there through their boating associations with Arden and husband Keith
McCamy, as were we. We met Thad
Koza, who has authored a number of
books on tall ships and sailed on many
of them. Arden and Keith assured us
that Teddy Charles is still sailing
Mary E out of Greenport, which was
further confirmed by a recent article in
Soundings that noted he was doing
daily charters.
The article was
"Dest inatio n: Greenport."…Vi ce
Commodore John Eginton attended
the Eastern Regional meeting of the
American Sail Training Assn. ASTA
has 224 member vessels, 49 percent of
which are schooners, and the state
with the most is California. John
talked about the plight of Ernestina
and was surprised to find out how few
people are aware of the situation…
We've been wanting to review Randy
Peffer's new potboiler Provincetown
Follies, Bangkok Blues which has gotten rave reviews but have not yet received a copy. Maybe Randy's publisher doesn't think Wing & Wing is a
sufficiently important publication to
merit one. But you wouldn't expect
Dogwatch to have to buy a copy,
would you? Heaven forfend.
Upcoming events…The WoodenBoat
Show August 25-27 at the Newport
Yachting Center where When & If
will be ASA's "booth."…Bluenose II
will be the featured vessel at the 22nd
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annual Gloucester Schooner Festival
this coming Labor Day weekend.
Main events include the lighted boat
parade, the parade of sail and two full
days of races. And, leave us not forget, the great party at The Gloucester
House on Saturday evening. The full
s c h e d u l e
i s
a t
www . ca p ea n n v ac atio ns . co m/
schooner. A piece of advice: don't do
what Arden Scott did last year which
was to contact the Gloucester harbormaster for mooring instructions. He
said there was no room and Arden
turned around and went home. Ins t e a d co nt a ct t h e El li s e s
(kay@schooner.org) who know better.
After all, it was Tom who put in a
special floating dock that no one
ended up using (because of said harbormaster?)…September 8-10 will be
a busy weekend with the Wooden
Boat Festival in Port Townsend, WA,
and the Great Provincetown Schooner
Regatta in Provincetown, Cape Cod.
…The Race About the Bay, October
5-7 sponsored by the Bayshore Discovery Project in Lower Delaware
Bay. This is the second year of the
race but last year's was cancelled due
to bad weather, so this should be a
good one. Contact Jesse Briggs at
jesse@bayshorediscoveryproject.org
…Great Chesapeake Bay Schooner
Race, October 11-15, from Baltimore
to Norfolk. It should be called the
Great Party at Both Ends Schooner
Race. (See the complete calendar
elsewhere in this issue.)
Finally, our irrelevant historical fact
comes from The History of the American Sailing Navy by Howard Chapelle
(W.W. Norton and Co., 1949). Between 1791 and 1793, nine small
schooners and one sloop were built for
the Revenue Service. They were
deemed too small for the job so larger
cutters were laid down in 1797. These
were double-topsail schooners, also
known, perhaps fittingly, as "jackass
brigs." 'Nough said.
Dogwatch
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hold the lamination in place under the
sheer and bilge clamps. Then, working up toward the turn of the bilge
from the bilge stringer, nail one edge
tight against the other lamination for
several feet. Then nail the other side
with a staggered pattern to help move

Figure 6. Sliding in Next Lamination

and force out the glue along the
edges. Continue until the lamination

is mechanically fastened. Once the
second lamination is attached, repeat
the process for the next five. A typical nail pattern is shown in Figure 7.
Between mixing glue, gluing the
lamination and fastening it, each
lamination may take from 45 minutes
to an hour. One frame typically takes
four to five hours to build. The head
of the frame under the deck is the
hardest spot to clamp or fasten, but it
can be adequately done with a series
of small wedges forced back against
the sheer clamp, or a backing block
and screw run through it to the plank.
Once the laminated frame is in, clean
up all the glue drips with a chisel and
paint the frame with red lead. Uncured glue can be cleaned off tools
with water. Depending upon the season and your location, you may need
to heat the frame to cure the glue
properly. If so, place aluminum foil
adjacent to the frame to protect the
planking and heat the area with heat
lamps (Figure 8). Make sure you
have a coat of red lead primer on the
frame to protect if from drying out too
quickly. Once the frame is cured,
remove the tape, and fasten it home to

Figure 7. Typical Nailing Pattern in Last Lamination. Shown After Duct Tape Has
Been Removed
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Figure 8. Heat Curing Frame in Cooler
Weather

the planking. You may wish to sand
the laminations smooth where the
frame is exposed to give it a more
finished, steam-bent appearance. If
your original frames had tensional
stress fractures or breaks, you might
considers making your replacement
frame wider. Once the ceiling planking is reinstalled, the rougher look of
the laminated frame versus a steam
bent frame will be hidden. The
strength of the new frame will not.

Figure 9. Final Frames Installed Under
Bilge Stringer and Shear Clamp Without Removing Any Planks
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2006 Maine Boat Builders Show
Once again the American Schooner
Association benefited from attending The 2006 Maine Boatbuilders
Show with the kind support of members Phineas and Joanna Sprague,
the owners of Portland Yacht Services (PYS). The show is organized, managed, promoted, and
hosted by them annually at their
Portland marine complex. In 2006
the show ran three days from March
17th through the 19th. If you have
never attended, it’s a show that you
should not miss again.
The show is primarily a gathering of
boat builders, designers and restorers from Maine and New England in
addition to a multitude of marine
related services, suppliers, and vendors. At the top of that of course list
are ASA members Epifanes North
America, Paul E. Luke Inc., Burnham Boatbuilding and Design, R &
W Traditional Rigging and Outfitting, and Portland Yacht Services.

To give you an idea of the breadth
of this show, a sampling of the list
of other attendees includes: Bristol
Bronze, Cape Cod Shipbuilding,
Capt. G. W. Full & Associates, Edson International, J.M. Reineck &
Son, Kirby Paint Co., Langley Photography, Lowell's Boat Shop,
Lyman-Morse Boat Building, Marine Restoration & Salvage, Marlinespike, Morris Yachts, Nova Scotia Boatbuilders Association, Ocean
Navigator, Padebco Custom Boats,
Pert Lowell Co., Pulsifer Hampton,
Seal Cove Boatyard, Shaw & Tenney, Inc., Stazo Marine Equipment,
Volvo Penta, Wilbur Yachts, and on
and on. This show is the real thing
and a great opportunity to renew old
acquaintances, make new ones, and
kick the tires on a lot of marine related products and services.
The star of the show was of course
Tar Baby (Alden 390-A), formerly
owned by ASA member Carl

Sherman. Tar Baby has been purchased by PYS and she patiently
awaits her restoration by Phin. Tar
Baby, originally Who II, then,

Tar Baby Hosts a Musical Gam

Marneegil, was the first schooner
built to Alden’s design number 390,
from which eight schooners were
ultimately built from 1929 through
1932. Her interior is immaculately
original and appears to be the conundrum of her restoration. Phin’s
vision of the boat is a new hull with
the original interior and rig preserved. The challenge lies in how to
do it without removing the interior,
or damaging it. Currently, Tar Baby
is indoors at PYS and her lines have
been slowly straightened over the
last year.
When I stopped by her at the show,
Phin was talking over the project
with Niels Helleberg, the chief naval
architect at J.G. Alden. Clearly she
is getting the attention she deserves
and apparently still enjoys hosting a
hearty schooner crowd in her spacious cockpit.
Voyager (390-B, ex-Tyrone) was the
second 390 built and is currently
owned by ASA members Peter and
Jeannette Phillipps. What a sight it
would be to see both Voyager and
Tar Baby reunited.

Phineas Sprague on Tar Baby at the Restoration Shop at Portland Yacht Services
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